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Announcing a new collaboration

partnership between AEE Technology

commercial drones and Schiller Americas

medical technologies
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Imagine what happens when AEE

Technology Inc, a world class leader in

Commercial Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

works in partnership with Schiller

Americas, a world class leader in life

saving emergency response medical

equipment?  Imagine no more, Mike

Kahn, Chief Marketing Officer of AEE

Technology and Dr Francesco Iacona

Chief Executive Officer of Schiller

America, announce the signing of

Memorandum of Understanding

(MOU), an agreement to jointly develop

and bring to market  aerial delivery

systems for  automated external

defibrillators (AEDs) in a joint effort to

save lives worldwide. 

Each year millions of people around the world die from sudden cardiac arrest (SAC) as their

heart literally stops beating.  With the invention public access AEDs many lives are saved each

year, but these AEDs are still not as widely available as the are needed.  Enter the opportunity for

AEE and Schiller to work together to bring the life saving technology of AEDs to people in need,

in minutes when lives can be saved.  

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.aeeusa.com
http://www.aeeusa.com
http://www.schillerus.com/
http://www.schillerus.com/
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Using the latest Mach Series AEE UAV

Systems like the newly announced AEE

Mach ™ 6, the rapidly deployable

drones can be launched carrying

Schiller AEDs from Public Safety

Staging areas in cities around the

world.  The AEE systems can use

standard street addresses and point of

interest GPS data to quickly fly to

locations where the Schiller AED is

needed to save lives.  

“Time is the key, if the AED can be

applied within the first five minutes of

sudden cardiac arrest, we have a real

chance for a good outcome. A matter

of few minutes makes all the difference

in saving a life with an AED” says

Schiller Americas’ Dr. Francesco Iacona

who is not only the CEO of Schiller

Americas but also a Cardiologist MD.  

Mike Kahn, CMO of AEE goes on to say

“the AEE drone systems can be used to

quickly and efficiently bring this vital

medical technology to emergency

locations beyond congested roads or in

rugged inaccessible terrains; we hope

that our partnership with Schiller save

lives” 

Schiller’s easy to use multiple language portable AEDs coupled with AEE’s Fly to Address

Commercial Drones will be jointly developed into a lifesaving deployment system which will be

comarketed by both Schiller Americas and AEE Technology to maximize its availability around the

globe.  

More details will be made available in the future on final development of the deployment system

and advanced field testing.

About AEE

AEE Technology Inc. is based in Walnut California and an industry leader in developing,

marketing, and selling professional commercial unmanned aerial vehicles. AEE is a pioneer in

combining wireless audio and video transmissions with imaging and processing and intelligent

control technologies and smart aircraft design for professional unmanned aerial vehicles.
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